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Ideas for Wednesday Section:   

I.) Quiz - (see below) 

 

II.) Marx bio  

- A timeline of the life of Marx and Engels are divided by Carolyn Johnston in the course 

syllabus.   

- key events:  

- 1818 - Marx is born in Trier, a German town near the French border  

- first Studied law, then switched to philosophy  

- 1842 - He became the editor of the Rheinische Zeitung, a newspaper critical of the Prussian 

King Frederick William IV  

- a year later the government shut the newspaper down  

- he also meets Engels at this time  

- 1843 -Marx marries the daughter of the Privy Councilor of Westphalen (very bourgeois!)  

- moves briefly to Paris-he is expelled in 1845  

- 1848 - Motivated by the revolutions that seemed to be spreading across Europe, Marx and 

Engels write the Communist Manifesto, hoping it will adopted by workers' organizations 

everywhere 

- 1849 - Marx expelled from Belgium, France and Prussia. He moves to London  

- 1867-1870 - writes Capital  

- 1883 - Marx dies 

 

 

III.) Political Situation in 1848 

The year 1848 in Europe was a dramatic and dangerous one, which included revolutions in 

France, Austria, Hungary, Italy and the German states, Each revolution had its own course and 

causes, but from a contemporary perspective, it looked as if the old order was everywhere under 

attack by men with liberal and nationalist aspirations who demanded immediate social economic 

and politica1 reforms. In France, for example, the economy caused unrest among the Middle and 

working class. When public banquets held to promote apposition to King Louis Philippe were 

banned, street fighting ensued. Eventually, Louis Philippe was deposed and the Second Republic 

was established.. In Germany, which was not yet a unified country, popular demonstrations and 

uprisings began to demand that a National Assembly be convened m Frankfurt to establish a 

general German government. This government would be democratic, and would supersede the 

power of German principalities and kingdoms. In Italy and Austria, protests demanded similar 

political and national goals. It was these dramatic events that inspired Marx and Engels to write 

the Communist Manifesto. However, by 1850 all of these revolutionary movements had been 

defeated. The French Second Republic, crippled by internal factionalism and continued worker 

unrest, finally elected Lo1rls Napoleon, the nephew of Napoleon Bonaparte, as president of the 

Republic. He soon abolished the Republic and name4_himselfEmper9r Napoleon ill. In 

Germany, Austria, and Italy, revolutionary movements were put down in brutal military 



campaigns by soldiers loyal to the ~ monarchs. After the revolutionary disappointments of 1848, 

Marx concluded that European society was not yet , c sufficiently developed for a successful 

revolution.  

IV.) Definition of terms  

- proletariat - class of modem workers who have little or no property and are forced to sell their 

labor to live  

- bourgeoisie - class of modern capitalists who own the means of production (ex: factories) and 

exploit the labor of the proletariat for profit  

- Lumpenproletariat - “dangerous class" of social scum (vagrants) who can easily be made into 

“a bribed tool of reactionary intrigue."  

- lower middle class (petty-bourgeoisie) - old remnant of the feudal artisan class, which will 

gradually sink into the proletariat because of new industrial methods and competition. Faced 

with this prospect, many tend to be reactionary (yearn to return to a feudal guild system). 

- wage-labor - instead of owning the products of their own labor, members of the proletariat are 

given a wage that is just large enough for subsistence (sometimes) but not large enough for 

accumulation.  

- reactionary - anything which aspires to turn back or stop the inevitable march of history. That 

is, anything which seeks to return to an earlier era or impede the progress of a socialist revolution 

- alienation? Or dialectical materialism?  

V.) Marxist Conception of History (see Table)  

Key Ideas:  

1) The flow of history is inevitable and in one direction  

- this means that the questions not if, but when a socialist revolution and socialist  

society will develop  

2) Each age contains the seeds of its’ own destruction  

- the bourgeoisie developed first in the late feudal age from elements of the artisan, high peasant 

and low vassal classes  

- its economic interest and wealth soon became so powerfu1 that it sought a revolution to force a 

permanent change in social relations and political power  

- similarly, the proletariat is growing during the bourgeois age and will eventually help destroy it  



 

3) Advancing to the next stage can only come about through violent revolution since mere 

reforms will not be enough to force a change in the entire network of social relations.  

Many Marxists believed that bourgeois revolutions had already occurred in France (1789), 

England, (1688), and the US (1776).  

 

4) A dictatorship of the proletariat will be necessary briefly, but this public power will eventually 

lose its political character as the last of the class distinctions disappears  

VI.) Quotes to explicate:  

 

- "In one word, for exploitation, veiled by religious and political illusions, (the bourgeoisie) has 

substituted naked, shameless direct, brutal exploitation.” p.11  

 

- "The lower strata of the middle class- the small trades people, shopkeepers and retired 

tradesmen generally, the handicraftsmen and peasants-all these sink slowly into the proletariat..." 

p. 17  

 

- "Final1y, in times when the class struggle near the decisive hour, the process of dissolution 

going on within the ruling class, in fact within the whole range of old society, assumes such a 

violent glaring character, that a small section of the ruling class cuts itself adrift, and joins the 

revolutionary class… in particular, a portion of the bourgeois ideologists, who have raised 

themselves to the level of comprehending theoretically the historical movement as a whole.” 

p.19  

- "What the bourgeoisie therefore produces, above all, are its own grave diggers." p. 21  

VII.) General Discussion Questions  

1) Marx and Engels write that all human history is the history of class struggles. Is this true 

today? Are there economic or social classes in American society? If so, are class antagonisms 

generally getting stronger or weaker? Which class do you (we) belong to?  

2) On page 11, Marx and Engels write that "The executive of the modem state is but a committee 

for managing the common affairs of the whole bourgeoisie." To what degree is that true today? 

To what degree does the government represent the interests of the wealthiest as opposed to the 

interests of all?  

3) When Marx and Engels praise the achievements of the bourgeoisie (p.9-1l), do they mean it 

sincerely or facetiously?  

Ideas for Friday Section:  

I.) Group Activity:  

In part II of the Manifesto, Marx and Engels are responding to accusations that Communism will 

destroy institutions that are vital to a free and moral society. How do they answer charges that 

Communism will destroy the following:  



1) Family/Marriage  

- "family" only exists for the bourgeoisie; working women and children are commodities to be 

exploited," - the idea of the bourgeois family is hypocritical since they commonly exploit 

working women as prostitutes and then seduce each others' wives- so much for family values!!! .  

- communism would merely liberate women and children from this exploitation  

 

2) Private Property/Free Trade 

-property only exists; for bourgeoisie; workers (9/10 of pop.) must subsist on wage labor  

- so abolishing private property is just abolishing bourgeois control of property  

- yes, Marx thinks it’s OK to own your own toothbrush - just not to exploit others to get it  

- free trade is free buying and selling of products made by others; communism will not restrict 

trade, buying and selling, but abolish it altogether 

- get rid of competition and the profit motive? Won't this make people lazy? (p. 26 top)  

 

3) Individuality 

- if individuality means right to accumulate property and exploit others, Marx is against it 

- Communism does not inhibit the "power to appropriate the products of society, it merely 

removes the ability to subjugate the labor of others  

- p. 31 In socialist society, "the free development of each IS the condition for the free" 

development of all."  

 

4) Patriotism  

- the workingmen of the world have no country  

- national antagonisms are disappearing because of the world market and the growing desperate 

situation of all workers  

- when the exploitation of individuals within a society ends, the exploitation of one nation by 

another will also end 

 

 

II.) Marx is never explicit here about how socialist society will work. But he and Engels do 

provide a 10 point plan - on page 30. Which of these points seem radical even today? Which 

have already been adopted in countries like the U.S.? Which do you agree with? Judging from 

the limited evidence here, how much similarity do you think there is between Marx's socialism 

and the 20th century Communism of the USSR and China?  

III.) Marx and Engels were wrong about a lot of things, including the assertion that an 

impending-proletarian revolution would soon become a world revolution. Why were they 

wrong? Why didn't this revolution happen? What has changed since they wrote the Manifesto?  

IV.) Marx and Engels envisioned an endpoint in social development where government - at least 

a government dominated by the few will be unnecessary, all economic exploitation will end, and 

world peace will ensue. Is this ideal possible? Would it require a change in human nature? 



V.) In Part ill of the Manifesto, Marx and Engels critique rival socialist groups. What do they say 

is wrong with other brands of socialism? Choose one of the following "schools" and explain the 

main points of their critique: Feudal Socialism, Petty-Bourgeois Socialism, "True" or German 

Socialism, Conservative or Bourgeois Socialism, Critical-Utopian Socialism  

VI.) Why do Marx and Engels think that Germany the best prospect for an imminent proletarian 

revolution?  

- why might Marx have disapproved of Lenin's Russian Revolution of 19l7? (See p. 44)  

 

VII.) Are the freedoms demanded by Marx internal or external, individual or national?  

- probably all four (international!)  

- look again at p. 31: "the free development of each is the condition for the free development of 

all."  

- also, p. 26: “culture, the lack of which (the bourgeoisie) laments, is for the enormous majority, 

a mere training to act as a machine" - so economic liberation also means internal development  

Potential Quiz (for Wednesday):  

1.) According to Professor Suzan Harrison, the era that produced a crucial shift in the definition 

of freedom and served as the origin of our modem We stem notions of individualism was:  

a.) the Founding of Rome  

b.) the Industrial Revolution 

c.) the Renaissance 

d.) World War I  

 

 

 

2.) Professor Harrison suggested all of the following categories of freedom  

a) national 

b) individual 

c) radical 

d) internal  

3) Which of the fo1lowing was mentioned by Professor Harrison as an example of political, 

religious, or intellectual  

freedom:  

a) The Ten Commandments  

b) The Magna Carta  

c) The Revolution of 1525 

d.) The Feminist Mystique 



 

4.) Professor Harrison characterized the situation of American women in the 19111 Century as: 

a.) sexual slavery 

b.) near equality 

c.) civil death  

d.) confused  

5.) According to Karl Marx, "The history of all hitherto existing society is the history of                                 

.” 

 

6.) Marx believed that in Europe of his time (i.e. in 1848) the dominant social class was the:  

a.) proletariat  

b.) bourgeoisie  

c.) aristocracy  

d.) monopoly  

7.) According to Marx, what socio-economic system did modem Indusial society replace?  

a.) Utopianism 

b.) Slavery  

c.) Feudalism  

d.) All of the above  

 

8.) During which century was the Communist Manifesto written?  

a.) 20
th

 century 

b) 19th century  

c.) 18
th

 century  

d.) 16
th

 century  

9.) Who co-wrote the Manifesto with Marx?  



a.) John Jay  

b.) Joseph Stalin  

c.) Friedrich Engels  

d.) John Locke  

 

10.) According to Marx, a world-wide proletarian revolution is:  

a.) probable  

b.) hopeful  

c.) inevitable  

d.) unlikely  


